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The next game changer! Cloud gaming and why it
requires a strong home network
Aachen, Germany, 24 September 2019. Experience computer and video games anywhere: Cloud
gaming is the future of gaming. An increased number of major platform operators are working on
streaming services that make it possible to enjoy games without a high-performance computer or the
latest console. Instead, the computing power necessary for today’s games is provided by highperformance computing centres in the cloud. However, to game from any room in your home, a fast
and stable home network is still required.
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Many aspirations, one obstacle

•

Magic paves the way

•

Prices and availability

The future of gaming in the cloud
Tech giants Apple® and Google® have joined the gaming sector, calling their gaming platforms Arcade®
and Stadia®. They are among the many companies basing their platforms on cloud gaming, where video
games are computed in the cloud and can be played by users on virtually any device.

Many aspirations, one obstacle
The benefits: You no longer need to purchase expensive computers and consoles or update your hardware
regularly. Games run in a silky-smooth fashion and in the highest quality on any laptop, tablet or even
directly on your Smart-TV. However, one critical component is the speed and connection stability of the
home network. Without a fast connection, an evening of gaming can easily be ruined by pixelated images
and constant buffering.

Magic paves the way
As you can imagine, having a fast Internet connection is only half the battle when you're using the cloud to
game. For instance, if your online connection is being routed through a slow and unstable Wi-Fi network,
even theoretically high data transmission rates do not have enough capacity left over for you to enjoy a
smooth gaming experience. When that occurs, stream quality suffers as frame rate and image quality both
take a nosedive. Thanks to the powerful combination of advanced Powerline technology and cutting-edge
Wi-Fi features, the devolo Magic offers both the performance and stability that gamers require. After all, you
would not want to hit an obstacle during a big race or lose an online battle just because your Wi-Fi network
could not keep up.
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Prices and availability
The Magic adapters from devolo are available in two variants, the Magic 1 (transmission speed up to 1,200
Mbps) and Magic 2 (transmission speed up to 2,400 Mbps). They can be purchased online at
www.devolo.de and at specialist retailers. For setting up a new Magic home network, the Starter Kit with two
adapters is a great option – retailing at £169.99 for devolo Magic 2 WiFi and £129.99 for devolo Magic 1
WiFi. The adapters are also available individually so you can add them to your Magic network as you see fit.
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About devolo
devolo makes the home intelligent and the mains supply smart. Private customers use Powerline adapters
from devolo to bring high-speed data connections into any room. There are about 40 million adapters in use
internationally. And customers with devolo Home Control are discovering the possibilities of the smart
home—it can be set up quickly, expanded however you want and conveniently controlled using your
smartphone. As an OEM partner, devolo individually adapts its products and solutions to the needs of
international telecommunications companies and energy providers. In the professional sector, conversion of
the power-supply infrastructure provides companies with additional opportunities. devolo solutions can be
used to monitor and control new smart grids in real time as well as implement completely new services.
devolo was founded in 2002 and currently employs about 330 people. The world market leader in the
Powerline area is represented by its own subsidiaries and by partners in 19 countries.

